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troops to join issue with the foreign invader. The Danes allying themselves 
with the Scotch, captured York and slew its Norman garrison. 

William marched to the north, and he took a terrible revenge. All the 
country between the Tyne and the Humber was laid waste by his troops ; all 
dwellings were’ razed to the ground, and for a hundred miles in every direction 
he made a perfect desert of what had been a beautiful and fertile country. 
Upwards of one hundred thousand people died, either by massacre or starvation, 
and for a hundred years after, the country thus desolated was a resort for only 
vermin and foxes ; there was no trace of man, or crops, or dwellings throughout 
the whole region. 

As to the brave Hereward, William managed to bribe the monks of Ely, 
who showed him a safe way over the fens, and “The Camp of Refuge,” as it 
was called, was broken up. 

Hereward escaped, but afterwards was slain by Norman assassins. 
A Norman poet wrote this of him: 
“Had there been three such in England, William could never have come 

there ; and had Hereward lived, he would have driven out the invaders,” 
William now marched to Chester; it was a terribly cold winter, the roads were 

blocked by snow-drifts, and the rivers were swollen by torrents of rain. When 
William gave the order to march, many of the soldiers began to murmur. They 
had had quite enough fighting for a while. It was not weather to turn a dog 
out into, much less a Norman, and so on. William bade the cowards leave the 
army, and with those who were brave and remained true to him, he pushed on. 
It was a fearful expedition; they were over and over again drenched to the skin, 
and then frozen by the fierce frost; their food ran short, and they had to kill 
their horses and eat them. Rather hard on the horses, wasn’t it? but such is life. 
At last, after fearful sufferings, they reached Chester, and then the king rapidly 
conquered his enemies, building castles, as was his habit, in every important 
place. : 

Two years now passed away and once again William marched into 
Scotland, and compelled King Malcolm and his ally Edgar. to yield to him. 
Malcolm acknowledged himself to be William’s vassal, and Edgar sold all his 
claims to the throne, poor weak creature that he was, for a retiring pension of 
one mark a day. And now the Norman barons themselves began to get a little 
tired of William’s overbearing ways, and from time to time used to hatch little 
conspiracies, in order to get rid of their King. William, however, was far too 
much for them, and whether it was Archbishop,, Bishop, Abbot, Earl, Baron, or


